DATABASE
Reticle

Labs

specializes

in

image

processing, software development and
engineering analysis. Located in the
Silicon Valley, Reticle Labs has been
developing

software

and

automation

solutions to aid in the manufacturing

Simultaneously
review
multiple inspection records
with images from a host of
inspection tools. The ability
to view multiple inspections
side by side is directly limited
by the size of the display
monitor.

rdms
An Enterprise Class Reticle Defect
Management System
EFFECTIVE

processes for semiconductor and storage
industries.

Reticle

Labs

SECURE

develops

RELIABLE

software; performs analysis and consults
SCALABLE

in a wide range of industrial applications
that require strong analytical skills in
engineering

physics,

mathematics,

computer simulation, graphics, databases

TRACKING

and complex algorithm development.

Progressive defect tracking
can be performed with a push
of a button.
RDMS features integrated
tools to overlay defects in
repeated inspections of the
same reticle. The system
automatically
retrieves
all
previous inspections of the
same reticle, generates an
integrated report of matching,
missing, and new defects

ANALYSIS
Review defects, perform
metrology, classify offline,
establish trends, generate
summary
reports,
and
export
data
for
yield
analysis.

What is it?
RDMS is an enterprise class reticle defect
management system for the mask and
wafer fabs.

Technology

What does it solve?

Secure multi-tiered user
access

Information is ‘key’. Timely information in a
fab environment provides substantial insight
into the reticle quality, process health, steps
needed to improve yield and throughput
time. Ideal for mask and wafer fabs, RDMS
brings the inspection tool’s terminal to the
end user via a desktop client application
connected to a central server system.
Hundreds of users can simultaneously
classify, annotate repair history, query and
summarize years’ worth of inspection results
with images from tens of tools, as well as
establish defect and process health trends
in a matter of seconds. Fabs can now
monitor progressive defect growth across
multiple reticles, and perform defect
commonality studies. RDMS tracks every
defect from every inspection of every
reticle in every fab across your entire
enterprise.
The
system
will
also
automatically classify defects without any
human input. RDMS is an essential
component for a paperless (contaminant
free) fab.

Hardware redundancy
Multi-threaded software
framework
Client-Server architecture
High performance
relational database

AUTO DEFECT
CLASSIFICATION
The RDMS system can automatically classify
defects with no human input. The system is
fully automated. Users set recipe settings that
are than automatically picked to disposition
inspection records. The RDMS system will
pass all lithographically insignificant defects,
leaving you to worry about the real defects
only.

Capable of supporting
multiple inspection tool
vendors
Scalable in mirrored and
distributed (nodal)
network architectures
Location based
workspaces for defect
management
User friendly ergonomic
and customizable multidocument interface

Key Features
Improved Inspection Tool Utilization
Offline Defect Review and Classification
Defect Repair History Management
Defect Tracking and Overlay
Progressive Defect Growth & Trending
Inspection Tool Health Monitoring
Defect Yield Analysis and Summary Reports
Accurate Defect Metrology
Automated Defect Classification

RDMS autonomously collects reports from your reticle
inspection systems which are then archived into an
internal

high

performance

relational

database

management system. Users download a desktop client
RDMS features integrated
application from a website on the RDMS that allows

password protected multi-tiered

them to view the contents of the defect database(s) with

user access. Accounts can be
setup to allow r read only,

images. Inspection engineers can review and classify

annotation, classification and full

defects offline to improve tool utilization.

administrator level access.

PROGRESSIVE DEFECT GROWTH

RDMS features integrated tools to overlay defects in repeated inspections of
the same reticle. The system automatically retrieves all previous inspections of
the same reticle, generates an integrated report of matching, missing, and new
defects. Defects exceeding predefined size metrics are immediately flagged.

RDMS can be deployed in your data center right
out of the box. Out team will deliver it with all
the

software

and

hardware

components

In the client application users can

preinstalled. All you need to do is supply it

simultaneously view multiple

power, a network connection, and perform

inspection records side by side

minor configuration.

with images. Therefore the state
of a defect at various steps in the
process flow can be viewed side
by side with images. This makes

RDMS runs on enterprise class servers featuring RAID, dual power

the RDMS client particular

supplies, dual network connections, with optional dual processors. In

attractive for system with large

addition to this a second internally redundant server system can be

and/or multiple monitors.

configured to act as a hot or a cold standby. Most common RDMS
servers feature quad core processor(s). Both the database and the
server side software are multi-threaded to ensure high performance for
your critical business needs.

SERVER ADMINISTRATION
User accounts can be setup such that only certain users are allowed to
change to classification of defects, others may be limited to only

UNIQUE CLIENT WORKSPACE FOR EVERY SERVER IN THE ENTERPRISE

With RDMS you don’t just track defects on reticles in your factory, you can track
the reticle throughout its entire life cycle even when it leaves the mask shop and
goes to the wafer f ab. For large scale intranets, users in mask shops and wafer
fabs can access each other’s RDMS servers and retrieve inspections for
comparison. Each server’s user account is administered by the local factory,
giving every fab full control over their inspection records.

Annoyed with the default color of

annotate comments and alter defect status, while others may have read

the bar charts or the intensity

only access to view the inspection records. New users are created by

profile plots? No problem. Pick a

the administrator(s), and the system automatically sends notifications of

color of your choosing. In fact

the account information via an integrated emailing system. Provisions

RDMS client features dockable

exist in the server software for database management, automatic email

windows and tool bars such that a

notifications of errors, which tools to monitors and collect data from,

user can position the dash board to

and who to email in case of anomalies.

his or her liking.

